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Making it Big in the Miniature World
n the Fall of 201.4, Robert Offposed on the cover of the first issue of
Best Chapter magazine. The Cincinnati artist was the feature story,
providing the magazine with the story of his transition from a successful
businessman to a well-respected artist. Since the time that issue of the
magazine hit print, Offhas been busy making his second career
a-

miniature-or model-artist.
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As a miniature artist, Offcreates spectacular representations of life-size
objects. His work, which is built in the scale of one inch in models to every
one foot in actual size, is focused primarily on creating small-scale versions of
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rooms and structures. Offowns Miniature Rooms Company, a
business that he launched to showcase and sell his room boxes to
collectors and individual buyers. Offworks so1ely on room boxes
that are interesting to him or spark his creativity-h. does not
take commissions from buyers or collectors.

"On the surface level,I hope each box I create is an interesting
and visual transformative experience for the viewer," Off said,
describing his inspiration for which room models he will select to
create. "But on a second level,I'm trying to put intellectual energy
into my new work. I like projects that light some sort of spark or
curiosity in me, which I hope to communicate to the viewer."
Because Offprefers to work on projects that spark his curiosiry
each of the rooms that he creates in miniature are typically a
result of years of research. Currently, Offis considering creating

the interior of a circus tent, and he has spent more than 10
years doing intermittent research on circuses, mess halls, tents
and the communities that gathered within them. Offhas read
books, watched movies like Water for Elephants, read books
about trainers and their relationships with animals, researched
the cultures of people who join the circus and how each group
of performers interacts with the other groups within the circus
world-a11 to fully understand with incredible precision, aptitude
and sensitivity the function of a circus tent environment.

"I find it fascinating to learn the history and the story behind
these kinds of spaces," Off said. 'And I'm pleased to say that the
people who collect my boxes are generally people who get

intrigued by

-y

topic

as

as I do."

Since he last chatted with Best Chapter magazine, Off's career
artist has been packed with projects. His current project is
the interior of a tent similar to that of Edward Curtis, a famous
American frontier photographer. Curtis spent years living in
North American tribal territories during the late 1800s and early
1900s, often setting up his tent in the wilderness locations where
he took his famous photographs of America's Native Americans.
as an

"Creating the interior of a tent will be real challenge," Off said.
"I did research with the Smithsonian Museum to find the
actual camera that Curtis used to capture images of the Native
Americans so it can be properly represented in the box."
True to form, each of Off's projects is not simply a representation
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historically accurate and appropriate for the subject,
an_d details of one project often lead Offto erplore
other rooms and interesting angles in a new project.
tent representation, fo. irrlt^rr.e, was inspired
_OUn
by another project that he finished: a room box of
Edward Curtist home and store, which Curtis,s
wife ran and maintained while he was out capturing
his famous photographs of Native Americans.In a
fortune of great timing, Offfinished Curtist room
box at the same time that Christophe r Card.ozo,
the worldt leading authority on Edward Curtis
and a famous collector of Curtis's photography,
was putting on an exhibit of 50 of Curtist best
at the Taft Museum of Art.
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went to the opening of the exhibit and told
Cardozo about my room box, and he was so excited
by the project that he came to my home to view the
work," Offsaid.

At the time, Card ozo was beginning to plan another
exhibition to celebrate the 150th anniveisary of
Edward Curtis's birthday, and he invited Offto
create a room to display for the exhibit which he
hopeswill take place in Seattle in2)lg.Offopted
to explore the interior of a tent, the project that he is

currendy working on today.

"Right now; I'm working with other artisans who
create miniatures of items,like pottery, that I can
include in the box," Offsaid.
This network of artisans is incredibly important
to Off, who puts incredible amounts of time and
research into incorporating all of the right elements
of a room to ensure its lifelike portrayil,.

"I think many find mywork is particularly appealing
because of the intellectual research and intrigue
behind each box," Offsaid. "It opens up a new
dimensions of artistic and intellectual appreciation to
the viewer. Instead ofjust being a bhnJ arrangement
of miniature items, each roombox becomes a stage
for more. It I hope it opens up a whole .r.* *orld
and narrative to the viewer."

Despite its name, the culture of miniatures is larger
than one might think.The art form of repr...rrti.rg
items in miniature has been around for a long time.

"It

has largely been a European phenomenon,,,Off
said. "Miniatures have been found in Egyptian

tombs, and there have been British miniature artists
for centuries. Miniatures and their use as a media are
becoming more and more accepted in the art world,
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and the public is beginning to understand the value
of the work and the dedication it takes."

Offhas worked with other miniature artisans from
across the world, including working with one artist
located in South Africa whom Offcommissioned
to create 350 tiny books to include in his room
box based on Sir Francis Beaufort, the creator of
the Beaufort Scale, which describes wind and sea
conditions in written form.

"I

read a book about Beaufort written by Scott
Huler, Defining the Wind, and thought it was really
interesting and learned that Beaufort was really an
accomplished and a cool guy," Offsaid. "So I decided

to do a room based on Sir Francis Beaufort."
The roombox, a representation of Beaufort's
home library,was displayed at a grand unveiling
at the Mercantile Llbrary in Cincinnati, and the
discussion of Hulert book was an important part
of the evening.When Oft-wrote to Huler about the
celebration and showed him images of the room
box, the author was elated at the idea and insisted on
coming to Cincinnatifor the event.

"He called me himself and said he was blown away
by the box," Offsaid. "He wanted to come personally
to deliver autographed books at the event and he
gave awonderful talk."
Off's projects have the tendency to grow from
personal interest pieces to instant success stories,
much like his representations of Beaufort's library
and Curtis's home and store. For fans of the Qreen
City, O{l-t next project is likely to be a home run.
Offis considering doing a box of the Cincinnati
Reds locker room, tunnel and dugout as part of the
team's 1,25th anniversary in 2077 .
No matter the inspiration or the subject, Offputs
an incredible amount of time and research into each
of his projects, and that dedication is reflected in
the lifelike detail of a box. Off's work is on display
at museums and collections across the country,
and his r.vork has developed a dedicated following
of individual collectors and buyers. Because of the
fraglliq of his work, Off's boxes are only available to
be viewed at gallery exhibitions or by appointment.
To view more of Off's work, you can visit his web

site: www.miniaturerooms.com
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